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Abstract
An inexperienced predictor is asked to qualitatively rank eventu-
alities according to their plausibility, given past cases. Inexperience
means that, resampling past cases (with replacement) fails to generate
a suitably diverse set of rankings. (4-diversity requires that each of
the 4! strict rankings of four eventualities arises for some sample.)
Along with other essential consistency requirements, 4-diversity yields
a matrix representation that may be viewed as an empirical likeli-
hood function (Gilboa and Schmeidler, 2003). We impose 2-diversity
and derive a similar representation: provided the predictor is prudent
enough to ensure that the arrival of novel cases will not force her into
being dogmatic, intransitive or into revising her existing rankings. We
build on this to establish a formal tradeoff between inexperience and
the cognitive or computational cost of more abstract resampling.
From the past, the present acts prudently, lest it spoil future action.
Titian: Allegory of Prudence
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1 Model
1.1 Framework
Where possible, we adopt the notation and interpretations of [GS].
The first primitive of our model is the nonempty set X of conceivable
eventualities of the present prediction problem. For instance, for a
search engine, an eventuality x P X might be “page such-and-such is
the desired webpage”. Recall that search engines present an ordered list
of plausible webpages, with the most plausible appearing at the top,
followed by the second most plausible, and so on. The forecaster’s
present prediction problem is to specify a plausibility ranking on X.
Let Rel denote the set of binary (plausibility) relations on X.
Current memory The forecaster is equipped with her current
memory C‹. We assume that C‹ is the union of a (possibly empty)
finite set of past cases D‹ and a variable or free case f. The cases in D‹
collectively represent the forecaster’s relevant observations or experi-
ence. Formally, each c P D‹ is a constant (of arity zero). Recall that
the arity of a variable, function, operation or relation is the number
of arguments it takes. For example, the union operation on sets has
arity two and is well-defined independently of any specific domain and
range.
Our first and most fundamental modification of the primitives of
[GS] is the inclusion of f in the current memory C‹. We model f as
a variable (of positive arity) with unspecified domain and range, to
reflect the fact that the forecaster has no experience of it. We include
f in the current memory C‹ of the forecaster in order to capture the fact
that she is aware of her present prediction problem. This also allows
us to model the case where the forecaster has no (relevant) data.
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Plausibility given the data Like [GS], we assume the forecaster
possesses a well-defined plausibility relation ÀD that belongs to Rel, for
each nonempty subsample D Ď D‹. In contrast, Àf is indeterminate
and not, therefore, a member of Rel. It is however a well-defined free
variable with values in Rel. (Like f, the domain of Àf is unspecified.)
As such, Àf seems to be an accurate representation of a forecaster that
either has no experience or that chooses to ignore all her experience.
Our purpose is to describe a framework that describes how a forecaster
might exploit her experience and impose constraints on the values that
the variable ÀC‹ can take given that she subscribes to the basic axioms
of [GS].
Conceivable cases Like [GS], our framework is general enough to
accommodate a forecaster that goes beyond her current memory and
includes hypothetical cases that she has not experienced, but which,
through reasoning, interpolation or resampling, she can clearly de-
scribe. These hypothetical cases are formally constant, like members
of D‹. Whilst resampled copies of f lie beyond the experience of the
forecaster and cannot be fully described (c.f. Karni and Vierø [8] and
Halpern and Rêgo [6, 7]), this does not mean they are inconceivable.
The sense in which copies of f are conceivable can be understood by
drawing an analogy with physical sectors (the minimal storage unit of
a hard drive) and their content. Indeed, a more elaborate model might
model a case as a pair. The first dimension being the label or address
of some potentially “empty” physical sector and the second being the
content that the predictor assigns to that physical sector. Cases to
which no content is assigned then offer the predictor the opportunity
to explore extensions of her present forecast.
Let A denote the resulting set of all cases that are relevant to
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the current prediction problem. Let rfs denote the set of copies of f
in A. Finally, the set D
def
“ Arrfs consists of the set of constant or
deterministic cases.
Databases Like [GS], the present model allows for every finite sized
database. With the canonical example of case resampling and subsam-
pling from the literature on bootstrapping in mind, we let
D
def
“ tD Ď D : #D ă 8u
denote the set of determinate or constant databases. (These are re-
ferred to as memories in [GS].)
Like D‹, each D P D contains no copies of f. Perhaps through
experience, in-sample reasoning, or some algorithm the forecaster pos-
sesses a well-defined plausibility ranking ÀD P Rel for each D P D.
The primitive data we shall use to derive a similarity representation is
the set of rankings tÀD : D P Du. The notation
ÀD is the point xÀD : D P Dy in Rel
D ,
and ăD and «D denote the asymmetric and symmetric parts of ÀD.
Let A denote the corresponding set of all finite subsets of A. For
each A P ArD, the fact that for some a P rfs, a P A means that
ÀA is variable, indeed a well-defined free variable in Rel. Although,
in isolation each such ÀA is free, when the axioms we introduce hold,
the potential values of the vector ÀA
def
“ xÀA : A P Ay may well be
constrained by the actual values of ÀD.
Case types As in [GS], two past cases c, d P D are of the same case
type if, and only if, the marginal information of c is everywhere equal
to the marginal information of d. Formally, c „‹ d if, and only if, for
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every D P D such that c, d R D, ÀDYtcu “ ÀDYtdu. [GS] confirm that
„‹ is an equivalence relation on D. The set D{„‹ of equivalence classes
generated by „‹ is therefore a partition of D.
We extend „‹ to A by taking rfs to be an equivalence class of its
own, so that, for every c P D, f ‹ c.
Richness Assumption. For every case type t P A{„‹, #t “ 8.
For each A P A, let t ÞÑ IAptq “ #pAX tq denote the vector that
counts the number of cases each case type in A. As in [GS], take
A,B PA to be equivalent, written A „‹ B, if, and only if, IA “ IB .
Potential extensions We model the potential impact of novel
cases using potential extensions of ÀD .
Definition 1. R “ xRA : A PAy is a (potential) extension of ÀD if,
and only if, for some nonempty Y Ď X all of the following hold.
1. For every A P A, RA is a binary relation on Y with symmetric
part IA and asymmetric part PA.
2. For every D P D, RD is the restriction of ÀD to Y .
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3. For every a, a1 P A such that a „‹ a1 and every A P A such that
a, a1 R A, RAYa “ RAYa1 .
Let R be an extension. Two cases a, a1 P D are equivalent with
respect to R, written a „R a1 if, for every D P D such that a, a1 R D,
RDYa “ RDYa1 . When explicit reference to Y is necessary, we refer to
R as a Y -extension and to ExtpY,ÀDq as the set of such extensions.
We partition the set of extensions as follows.
4That is, RD “ ÀD X Y
2, or, equivalently, for every D P D and every x, y P Y , xRD y
if, and only if, xÀD y.
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Definition. An extension R is either regular or novel. It is novel
whenever it holds that, for every d P D, f R d.
As a consequence of definition 1, an extension R is novel if, and
only if, rfs is a distinct equivalence class of „R . For novel exten-
sions, f mimmicks the role of new information, or, in the terminology
of Halpern and Rêgo [5], f is a placeholder for information that the
predictor cannot currently describe.
For regular extensions, f is equivalent, in terms of the information it
provides, to some case in D. It is essentially a copy of some past case.
Whilst there are many regular extensions, the following observation
establishes that every regular Y -extension R such that Y “ X is
equivalent to ÀD , written R ” ÀD . By this we mean that, for every
A P A, there exists D P D such that D „R A and ÀD “ RA. (The
converse follows from item 2 of definition 1.) We extend this notion of
equivalence to pairs of extensions.
Observation 1 (Proof on page 6). Every regular Y -extension R is
equivalent to the restriction of ÀD to Y .
Proof of observation 1. W.l.o.g., take A P ArD, so that A contains
at least one copy of f. For any a P AXrfs, the fact that R P regpX,ÀDq
implies that a „R a1 for some a1 P D. The richness assumption ensures
that we may choose a1 from the complement of A. Then A1
def
“ Ar a
contains neither a nor a1, we conclude that RA “ RA1Ya1 . If a is the
unique member of AXrfs, then the proof is complete. Otherwise, using
the fact that A is finite, we may proceed by induction until we obtain a
set An such that AnXrfs is empty and A
1 def“ AnYta1, . . . , anu satisfies
A1 P D, RA1 “ RA and A
1 „R A. Item 2 completes the argument
because RA1 “ ÀA1 whenever A
1 P D and R P extpX,ÀDq.
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For each Y Ĺ X, the corresponding statement holds by the same
argument, with ÀD X Y
2 replacing ÀD.
2 Axioms and main theorem
We first restate the axioms of [GS] in terms of extensions.
2.1 The basic axioms of [GS]
A1 (Transitivity). For every A PA, RA is transitive on Y .
A2 (Completeness). For every A PA, RA is complete on Y .
A3 (Combination). For every disjoint A,B P A and every x, y P Y ,
rxRA y and xRB ys and rxPA y and xRB ys respectively imply
xRAYB y and xPAYB y.
A4 (Archimedeanity). For every disjoint A,B PA and every x, y P Y ,
if xPAy, then there exists k P Z` such that, for every pairwise disjoint 
Aj PA : Aj „
R A and Aj XB “ H
(k
1
, xPA1Y¨¨¨YAkYB y.
Observation 1 ensures that it is meaningful to say that ÀD sat-
isfies a basic axiom if, and only if, either some (and therefore every)
regular Y -extension with Y “ X satisfies that axiom.5 We adopt this
generalised form so as to accommodate our main axiom, prudence.
2.2 Diversity and Prudence
For k “ 4, the following axiom is a restatement of the diversity axiom
of [GS]. (Our main theorem holds with k “ 2.) First some notation.
5Note that, in the case that D is empty, the set regpX,ÀDq is also empty.
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For any extension R, let totalpRq denote the total orders that arise in
R (i.e. those that are antisymmetric, complete and transitive).6
Diversity (k-diversity). For every Y Ď X of cardinality n “ 2, . . . , k,
and every regular Y -extension R of ÀD, #totalpRq “ n!.
Before introducing our main axiom, we introduce a minimal sub-
class of novel extensions that are suitable for checking or testing.
Definition 2. A novel extension R is testworthy if it satisfies A2–A4
and if Rf “ R
´1
D for some D P D such that RD is total.
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When C‹ is sufficiently rich, that, in addition to the basic axioms,
ÀD satisfies 4 -diversity, the predictor need not engage in higher-order
sampling or testing of novel extensions. Testing, that is, to see if the
arrival of novel cases will force her to either be dogmatic (and exclude
accurate plausibility rankings/predictions) or violate transitivity. We
will assume the following holds for k “ 4.
Prudence (k-prudence). For every Y Ď X with 3 ď #Y ď k and
every testworthy Y -extension R of ÀD, there exists an extension R of
ÀD that satisfies A1–A4, Rf “ Rf and #totalpRq ď #totalpRq.
Given our definition of extension, it is natural to ask whether A1–
A4 are superfluous in the presence of 4 -prudence. As we will see in
the proof of the main theorem, one issue is that, when T is infinite,
there may exist Y Ď X such that the set of testworthy Y -extensions
is empty. For every such Y , 4 -prudence holds vacuously. As we show,
6Thus, if R is an extension that satisfies A1 and A2, then
totalpRq
def
“ tR : for some A PA, R “ RA is totalu .
7Recall that the inverse R´1D of RD satisfies xR
´1
D y if, and only if, y RD x.
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for such Y the regular Y -extensions of ÀD are k-diverse. One may also
ask whether 4 -prudence is simply requiring that 4 -diversity holds for
novel Y -extensions such that ÀD fails to satisfy 4 -diversity on Y . In
one of the steps in our proof, we show that 4 -prudence guarantees a
representation even when, for some Y , there is no Y -extension (novel
or regular) that satisfies k -diversity for k “ 3, 4.
2.3 D-distinctness relative to a reference even-
tuality
Finally, we present an axiom where a possibly unknown reference even-
tuality plays a subtle role in simultaneously expanding the domain of
the model and simplifying the statement of the main theorem. In com-
bination with the other axioms, A0 is the weakest condition that yields
uniqueness of the representation and allows us to avoid restrictions on
the cardinality of X. We demonstrate this claim through our proof of
the main theorem and ??.
A0 (D-distinctness relative to a reference eventuality). There exists
x0 P X such that, for every distinct y, z P X, it is not the case that
for every D P D, x0 ÀD y if, and only if, x0 ÀD z.
We note that A0 is implied by 4 -diversity. Indeed, 4 -diversity
implies that the same condition holds for every x0 P X. In ??, we
summarise the implications of a reference-point-free version of A0 via
??, which is a special case of the main theorem that now follows. In
settings where no eventuality forms an obvious point of reference, it
may well be more natural to adopt the alternative, reference-point-free
model. On the other hand, in such situations, we may identify the set
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of potential reference eventualities by eliciting ÀD to be those x0 P X
that satisfy A0.
2.4 Existence
Any function v : XˆDÑ R is a real-valued matrix on XˆD and vpx, ¨q
denotes one of its rows. Recall that vpx, ¨q is (directly) proportional to
vpy, ¨q if there exists a nonzero constant λ such that vpx, ¨q “ λvpy, ¨q.
Also that vpx, ¨q is weakly dominated by vpy, ¨q whenever vpx, ¨q ď
vpy, ¨q. (This inequality holds pointwise on D.)
Theorem 1 (Part I, Existence). Let there be given X, A and ÀD, as
above, such that the richness condition holds. Then (1.a) and (1.b)
are equivalent.
(1.a) T “ D{„‹ and ÀD satisfies A0–A4, 2-diversity and 4-prudence.
(1.b) T is the coarsest partition of D such that, for some v : XˆTÑ R
and x0 P X with vpx0, ¨q “ 0, both the following hold : no row is
weakly dominated by, or proportional to, any other row ; and
p˚q
$&
%
for every x, y P X and every D P D,
x ÀD y iff
ř
t PT vpx, tqIDptq ď
ř
t PT vpy, tqIDptq.
To allow for a straightforward comparison, we now present a re-
statement of the corresponding theorem of [GS].
Theorem ([GS], Existence). Let there be given X, D and ÀD, as
above, such that the richness condition holds. Then (1.a) and (1.b)
are equivalent.
(1.a) T “ D{„‹ and ÀD satisfies A1–A4 and 4-diversity.
(1.b) T is the coarsest partition of D such that, for some matrix v on
X ˆ T, both of the following hold : no row is weakly dominated
by any the affine combination of any three other rows; and (˚).
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2.5 Uniqueness
A key consequence of assuming that ÀD satisfies A0 and 2 -diversity is
the following uniqueness property. Although these conditions are not
a necessary for uniqueness, they are the minimal conditions that are
not context-specific.
Theorem 1 (Part II, Uniqueness). If there exists a matrix v satisfying
(1.b), then it is unique in the following sense: for every other matrix
v that satisfies (1.b), there is a scalar λ ą 0 such that v “ λv.
We discuss the counterpart to of theorem 1 part II in [GS]
Discussion of diversity and prudence (to go somewhere
else) Like [GS], we appreciate the technical nature role of the diver-
sity axiom, yet we also view it as another form of richness condition
on the set C‹ of past cases. Our main contention is that C‹ may not
be so rich as to satisfy 4 -diversity. That is to say, there may exist
Y Ď X such that #Y “ 4, and such that the data does not support
all 4! “ 24 strict rankings.
Remark 1. (To go somewhere else)
The main contribution of this paper is to show that, in the case
where the predictor engages in higher-order sampling and explores novel
extensions, this absence of rich data does not preclude a similarity rep-
resentation of the consistent form that [GS] derive. This is feasible
provided the predictor is prudent enough to check that the arrival of
novel cases will not force her into the dilemma of choosing between
being dogmatic and violating transitivity.
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3 Proof of theorem 1
We begin with a proof of the fact that T “ D{„‹ is the coarsest parti-
tion that is rich and satisfies (1.b).
Lemma 1 (Proof on page 12). In theorem 1, (1.b) holds only if T is
at least as fine as D{„‹.
Proof of lemma 1. By way of contradiction, suppose that there exists
T 1 satisfying (1.b) and such that T 1 is either coarser than D{„‹ , or it
is incomparable with D{„‹ . In either scenario, for some c, d P t
1 P T 1,
c P s and d P t, where s and t are distinct members of D{„‹ . Then
c ‹ d, so that there exists D satisfying c, d R D and ÀDYc ‰ ÀDYd.
Fix some such D and take v1 : XˆT 1 Ñ R to be a 2-diversified matrix
satisfying (1.b). Then, since c, d P t1, Icpt
1q “ Idpt
1q “ 1, and
IDYcpt
1q “ IDpt
1q ` Icpt
1q “ IDpt
1q ` Idpt
1q “ IDYdpt
1q.
Then, for every x, y P X, xÀDy if, and only if,
ř
t2PT 1 p´vpx, t
2q ` vpy, t2qq IDpt
2q ě
0. In turn, for every x, y P X,
ÿ
t2PT 1
`
´vpx, t2q ` vpy, t2q
˘
IDYcpt
2q ď 0 iff
ÿ
t2PT 1
`
´vpx, t2q ` vpy, t2q
˘
IDYdpt
2q ď 0.
But this contradicts the fact that, ÀDYc ‰ ÀDYd.
We now translate the model into one where databases are repre-
sented by counting vectors, the dimensions of which are case types.
Via this translation, we arrive at theorem 2 which holds if, and only
if, theorem 1 does. The proof of theorem 2 can be found in section 4.
3.1 Translation to counter vectors
Take sZ` to denote the nonnegative integers and Z` to denote those
that are (strictly) positive. Let 2X denote the family of nonempty
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subsets Y Ď X and let T denote the family of partitions T that satisfy
the richness condition and are at least as fine as D{„‹ .
For now, let T denote an arbitrary partition of D and let Tf
def
“
TY rfs. For any such T, let T denote a free variable in tT,Tfu. When
no possible confusion should arise, we work on the understanding that
f is shorthand for rfs. Let ιT Ď sZT` denote the set of counting vectors:
 
I : TÑ sZ` such that ts : Ipsq ‰ 0u is finite( .
Construction of rankings indexed by counting vectors
For each D P D, there exists a unique I P ιT, such that,
for each t P T, Iptq “ #pD X tq. (1)
Provided T is rich, a partial converse of this latter statement also holds.
That is, for each I P ιT, there exists D P D such that Iptq “ #pDX tq.
However, since D is nonunique in this respect, so we need to ensure
that, for every I P ιT, ÀI is well-defined according to
Definition 3. For each I P ιT, let ÀI “ ÀD, if, and only if, D P D
satisfies eq. (1).
Lemma 2 (Proof on page 13). ÀιT
def
“ xÀI : I P ι
Ty is well-defined if,
and only if, T P T.
Proof of lemma 2: necessity of T P T. First recall that a necessary con-
dition for an expression to be well-defined is that it is defined. If
#t ă 8 for some t P T, then there exists I P ιT, such that Iptq ą #t,
so that (1) fails to hold and ÀI is not defined. Thus a necessary con-
dition for ÀιT to be defined is that, for every t P T, #t “ 8.
If T is coarser than D{„‹ , then for some s, t P D{„‹ and t
1 P T,
s, t Ď t1. Then, by the definition of „‹, there exists c P s and d P t
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such that, for some A P A such that c, d R A, ÀAYc ‰ ÀAYd. Since
s, t Ă t1, for C “ AY c and D “ AYd, we have #pCX t1q “ #pDX t1q.
Thus, by definition 3, for I P ιT such that (1) holds for both C and D,
ÀI fails to be well-defined. A similar argument shows that ÀιT fails
to be well-defined for every T that is incomparable with D{„‹ . Thus a
necessary condition for ÀιT to be defined is that T is at least as fine
as D{„‹ .
Proof of lemma 2: sufficiency of T P T. Consider T such that, for ev-
ery t P T, #t “ 8. In this case, for each I P ιT, the existence of
D P D such that (1) holds is ensured. It remains to be shown that the
nonuniqueness of D is not an issue when T is at least as fine as D{„‹ .
Consider
Proposition 1. For every C,D P D, C „‹ D implies ÀC “ ÀD.
Proof of proposition 1. For the case where C “ tcu and D “ tdu,
ÀC “ ÀD follows directly from the definition of „
‹. For the case where
#D ą 1, the proof proceeds by induction. Suppose that the lemma
holds for pairs of databases of cardinality k. Take C and D to be
of cardinality k ` 1 and such that C „‹ D. Let f : C Ñ D be the
bijection that satisfies c „‹ fpcq for each c P C. By the induction
hypothesis, C 1 „‹ fpC 1q for some C 1 Ă C such that #C 1 “ k. Then
CrC 1 “ tc1u for some c1 such that c1 „‹ fpc1q. Since C is the disjoint
union of C 1 and c1 and D is the disjoint union of fpC 1q and fpc1q, it
follows that ÀC “ ÀD, as required.
Let C and D be such that #pt X Cq “ #pt X Dq for every t P T.
Then, since T is at least as fine as D{„‹ , each s P D{„‹ is the union of
members of T. This implies #psX Cq “ #psXDq for every s P D{„‹ .
This allows us to apply proposition 1 and obtain ÀC “ ÀD.
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As a consequence of lemma 1 and lemma 2, we henceforth take
T “ D{„‹ , but note that the following construction and proof would
work for any member of T.
Construction of extensions indexed by counting vectors
For every nonempty Y Ď X, let regpY,À‚q, novpY,À‚q and testpY,À‚q
respectively denote the set of regular, novel and testworthy Y -extensions
of À‚.
For each Y P 2X , let the regular Y -extension of ÀιT simply be the
restriction of the latter to Y . Then, reg pY,ÀιTq is a singleton and
equal to
 
ÀιT X Y
2
(
. By observation 1, for every such Y , the unique
regular extension RιT is equivalent to every RA in regpY,ÀDq, written
RιT ” RA .
8
Next, take extpY,ÀιTq to be the union of regpY,ÀιTq and the set
novpY,ÀιTq of proper Y -extensions of ÀιT , where the latter are the
subject of the definition that now follows. First, for each t P T, let δt
be the canonical basis vector for dimension t in ZT, so that δtpsq “ 1
if s “ t and δtpsq “ 0 otherwise. For each t P T
f, we define δft : T
f Ñ Z
analogously.
Definition 4. For every Y P 2X , R “ xRJ : J P ι
T
f
y belongs to
novpY,ÀιTq if, and only if, it satisfies all of the following.
1. Item 1 of definition 1: IJ
def
“ RJ XR
´1
J and PJ
def
“ RJ rR
´1
J .
2. For every J “ I ˆ 0 in ιT
f
such that I P ιT, RJ “ ÀI X Y
2.
3. For every s P T, there exists I P ιT such that, for J “ Iˆ0 P ιT
f
,
R
J`δfs
‰ R
J`δf
f
.
8Recall (from observation 1) that RιT ” RA whenever it holds that for every I P ι
T,
there exists A PA such that RI “ RA and vice versa.
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Take η : A Ñ ιT
f
to be the map A ÞÑ ηpAq “ I where I is such
that, for each t P Tf, Iptq “ #pA X tq. Then, for each Y , the sets
novpY,ÀιTq and novpY,ÀDq are isomorphic (written novpY,ÀιTq »
novpY,ÀDq) in the following sense. For each member R of the former,
there exists a member R1 of the latter such that R1 ” R, and vice
versa.
Claim 1 (Proof on page 16). For every Y P 2X , novpY,ÀιTq »
novpY,ÀDq.
Proof of claim 1. We show that there exists a canonical embedding
(a structure preserving injection) of novpY,ÀιTq into novpY,ÀDq. The
fact that this map is also surjective follows from the fact that novpY,ÀDq
can be embedded in novpY,ÀιTq in the same way.
Take R P novpY,ÀιTq and define R “ xRA : A PAy in the follow-
ing way. For each A P A, let RA
def
“ RJ if, and only if, A P η
1 ´1pJq.
Clearly, if we take some R1 ‰ R in novpY,ÀιTq and define a corre-
sponding R1 P novpY,ÀDq in the same way, then R
1 ‰ R, so that
our mapping is injective. Thus, if we can show that R belongs to
novpY,ÀDq, then we have indeed constructed the required embedding.
The fact that R satisfies items 1 and 2 of definition 1 follows imme-
diately from definition 4. The proof that item 3 of definition 1 holds
is as follows. Take any a, a1 P A and A P A such that a „‹ a1 and
a, a1 R A. First, observe that AY a „‹ AY a1, and moreover, for some
t P Tf we have a, a1 P t. Then, by the definition of η1, both AY a and
A Y a1 belong to η´1pJq for some J P ιT
f
. Thus RAYa “ RAYa1 , as
required for R to be an extension of ÀD. Finally, item 3 of definition 4
ensures that a R f for every a P D. Since „R inherits this property,
R is indeed novel.
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Axioms and theorem in terms of counting vectors We
now restate our axioms and main theorem in terms of members of
extpY,ÀιTq. In these axioms, R and R are extensions of ÀιT . In the
axioms and results that follow, we proceed on the understanding that
T “
$&
%
T when the statement refers to regular extensions, and
Tf otherwise.
A1# For every I P ιT, RI is transitive on Y ,
A2# For every I P ιT, RI complete on Y ,
A3# For every I, J P ιT and every x, y P Y , if x RI y, then x RJ y
implies xRI`J y and xPJ y implies xPI`J y.
A4# For every I, J P ιT and every x, y P Y , if xPI y, then there exists
j P Z` such that xPjI`J y.
Similar to the main section, ÀιT satisfies one of the basic axioms
A1#–A4# if, and only if, the (unique) regular extension that satisfies
R “ ÀιT satisfies that axiom.
Just as in definition 2, a novel extension R of ÀιT is testworthy if
it satisfies A2#–A4# and Rf is both strict (i.e. antisymmetric) and, for
some I P ιT and Iˆ0 P ιT
f
, Rf “ R
´1
Iˆ0. Let testpY, ¨q denote the set of
testworthy Y -extensions of ÀD , ÀιT or À ιT (the latter is introduced
below). As a consequence of claim 1 and the construction of ÀιT , for
each Y P 2X , testpY,ÀDq » testpY,ÀιTq.
4 -Pru# For every Y Ď X, #Y “ 3, 4, and every testworthy Y -extension
R of ÀιT , there exists an extension R of ÀιT that satisfies A1
#–
A4#, Rf “ Rf and #totalpRq ď #totalpRq.
2 -Div# For every Y Ď X of cardinality 2, and every regular Y -extension
R of ÀιT , #totalpRq “ 2.
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For k ě 3, the k-diversity axiom is identical except that it now
applies to extensions of ÀιT . The above translation and related results
ensure that theorem 1 is a consequence of the following theorem. By
lemmas 1 and 2, we are able to modify the statement so that, as in
the corresponding result of [GS], the fact that T coincides with D{„‹
is given.
Theorem 2. Let T “ D{„‹ and let there be given X and ÀιT as above.
Then (2.a) and (2.b) are equivalent.
(2.a) ÀιT satisfies A1
#–A4#, 4-Pru# and 2-Div#.
(2.b) There exists a matrix v : XˆTÑ R such that no row dominates
any other, and,
(˚˚) for every x, y P X and every I P ιT,
x ÀI y iff
ÿ
t P T
vpx, tqIptq ď
ÿ
t P T
vpy, tqIptq.
4 Proof of theorem 2
In the proof of the corresponding theorem (see theorem 2) of [GS],
the authors first translate from ιT to a suitable subset ιT of rational
vectors J : TÑ sQ`. We begin the proof with a similar translation to
show that À ιT is equivalent to ÀιT . We then derive axioms A1
˚–A4˚,
which apply to extensions of the À ιT and establish that 4 -prudence
holds for À ιT if, and only if, it holds for ÀιT . In section 4.2, via
lemma 4 obtain a characterisation of A2˚–A4˚ and the set of novel
extensions. Although this result is of interest in its own right, it is also
essential because it will allow us to work with vector representations
vY
2 def
“ tvζ P RT : ζ P Y 2u instead of extensions. That is, for any
Y -extension R, vζ such that vζ ¨ I ě 0 if, and only if, ζ P RI . We
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refer to vector representations that are inseparable across pairs in X
as pairwise representions. In this respect, section 4.2 extends lemma
of 1 of [GS].
The main part of the proof then follows. We first establish the
conditions under which our proof by induction on X will succeed.
This step is closely related to lemma 3 and claim 9 of [GS]. There
the authors establish that a necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of a matrix satisfying item (˚˚) is that the Jacobi identity
holds on X. Before continuing our outline of the proof, we provide the
definition and relevant terminology for this key concept.
Definition 5. For Y P 2X , uY
2 def
“
 
uxy P RT : x, y P Y
(
satisfies the
Jacobi identity whenever,
for every x, y, z P Y , uxz “ uxy ` uy z. (2)
If uY
2
is a pairwise representation of R that satisfies the Jacobi
identity, we say that uY
2
is a Jacobi representation of R. Furthermore,
if R is a Y -extension, then the Jacobi identity holds for R whenever
there exists Jacobi representation of R; when R is regular, we say that
the Jacobi identity holds on Y .
The following condition is closely related to k-prudence.
k-Jac. For À ιT and every Y Ď X such that 3 ď #Y ď k, the Jacobi
identity holds on Y .
We show that, when 2 -diversity holds (on X), a sufficient (and
necessary) condition for the Jacobi identity to hold (on X) is that 4 -
Jac holds. We note that this is a novel result. Example 1 shows that, in
the absence of 2 -diversity, the proof by induction breaks down because
even though 4 -Jac holds, the Jacobi identity may still fail to hold on
sets of cardinality 5.
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In ??, we turn to 4 -prudence with the goal of showing that it is
equivalent to the requirement that 4 -Jac holds. The first step in this
argument is to show that 4 -diversity is complementary to 4 -prudence
in the following sense.
If, for some Y P 2X such that #Y “ k, there are no test-
worthy Y -extensions of ÀιT , then k-diversity holds on Y .
On the one hand, this ensures that, when 4 -prudence holds vacuously,
we are in the setting of [GS], where item (2.b) holds. On the other
hand, we are able to exploit the contrapositive of this statement in our
proof that (2.a) implies (2.b). Suppose that the Jacobi identity fails
to hold for some regular Y -extension, then, by [GS], k-diversity fails
to hold on Y . In turn, if k-diversity fails to hold on Y , then the set
of testworthy Y -extensions is nonempty. From there, we are able to
show that 4 -prudence fails on Y .
Finally, we show that (2.b) implies (2.a) by showing that, if the
Jacobi identity holds on Y , for every Y such that #Y “ 3, 4, then the
4 -prudence holds.
4.1 Translation to rationals
In the present translation, we maintain the assumption that T is an
arbitrary member of T. Essential to the present translation is the fol-
lowing result that, along rays of counting vectors, plausibility rankings
are homogeneous.
Claim 2. For every extension RιT , if RιT satisfies A3
#, then for every
I P ιT and every k P Z`, RkI “ RI .
Proof of claim 2. Since T P T, lemma 2 and claim 1 ensure that RιT
is well-defined for T “ T,Tf. Fix I P ιT and proceed by induction.
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For the initial step, A3# implies À2I “ ÀI . For the inductive step,
suppose that Àpk´1qI “ ÀI and apply A3
# once more.
Let ιT Ď sQT` denote the set of nonnegative rational-valued vectors
I such that tt P T : Iptq ‰ 0u is finite. In turn, let ιT
f
denote the
corresponding subset of sQTf` .
For each J P ιT, there exists a minimal k P Z` such that kJ
belongs to ιT. In the presence of claim 2, this implies that, for each
J P ιT, ÀJ
def
“ ÀkJ is well-defined, and so is À ιT “ xÀJ : J P ι
Ty. Once
again, in the sense of observation 1, À ιT is equivalent to ÀιT and, for
any nonempty Y Ď X the set regpY,À ιTq of regular extensions that
are indexed by rational vectors is simply the restriction of À ιT to Y .
Similar to before, let ζ : ιT
f
Ñ ιT
f
be the map J ÞÑ κpJq
def
“ kJJ such
that, for each J , kJ P Z` is minimal. Then, for each J P ι
T
f
, let
RJ
def
“ RκpJq, so that R ιTf
def
“ xRJ : J P ι
T
f
y is well-defined.
Claim 3. If R ιT and RιT are equivalent and the latter satisfies A3
#,
then for every J P ιT and every positive rational q
RqJ “ RJ .
Proof of claim 3. The fact that RιT satisfies A3
# ensures that we can
appeal to claim 2. Fix R ιT , J and q as in claim 3 and let L
def
“ qJ .
Take κ to be the minimal member of Z` such that κJ “ I P ι
T. Then,
by the construction of R, RJ “ RI . Similarly, let k be the minimal
member of Z` such that kL P ι
T, so that RL “ RkL by construction.
Finally, since kL is proportional to I, claim 2 yields RkL “ RI .
Axioms in terms of rational vectors We now restate the ax-
ioms for extensions R of À ιT .
A1˚ For every J P ιT, RJ is transitive on X.
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A2˚ For every J P ιT, RJ complete on X.
A3˚ For every I, J P ιT, every x, y P X and every λ, µ P Q`, together
x RI y and x RJ y imply x RλI`µJ y, and, if either premise
holds strictly then x PλI`µJ y.
A4˚ For every I, J P ιT and every x, y P X if x PI y, then there exists
0 ă λ ă 1 such that, for every µ P QX r0, λq, x Pp1´µqI`µJ y.
For the prudence axiom, recall that a testworthy extension of À ιT
is defined just in the same way as a testworthy extension of ÀιT .
4 -Pru˚ For every Y Ď X, #Y “ 3, 4, and every testworthy Y -extension
R of À ιT , there exists an extension R of À ιT that satisfies A1
˚–
A4˚, Rf “ Rf and #totalpRq ď #totalpRq.
The following two results imply that À ιT satisfies 4 -Pru
˚ if, and
only if, ÀιT satisfies 4 -Pru
#.
Claim 4 (Proof on page 22). For every nonempty Y Ď X,
novpY,ÀιTq » novpY,À ιTq.
Proof of claim 4. This follows directly from the construction of À ιT
and its rational extensions, and the same argument as claim 1.
Claim 5 (Proof on page 22). If R ιT is equivalent to RιT , then each
of A1˚, A2˚ and A3˚ holds for R ιT if, and only if, the corresponding
axiom holds for RιT. Furthermore, R ιT satisfies A3
˚–A4˚ if, and only
if, RιT satisfies A3
#–A4#.
Proof of claim 5. Fix R ιT and RιT as in claim 5. If RιT satisfies A1
#,
then, by the construction of rational extensions, so does R ιT . More-
over, the converse also holds, by construction. The same is true of
A2# and A2˚.
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In the present paragraph, we assume the Y -extension RιT satisfies
A3# and show that R ιT satisfies A3
˚. Fix x, y P Y and J P ιT such
that x RJ y and x RJ 1 y. Fix λ, µ P Q` and let κ be the smallest
positive integer such that both I :“ κλJ and I 1 :“ κµJ 1 belong to ιT.
Then, by claim 3, xRI y and xRI 1 y. Moreover, by the construction of
rational extensions, xRI y and xRI 1 y and, by A3
#, xRI`I 1 y. Finally,
since I ` I 1 “ κpλJ `µJ 1q, by the construction of rational extensions,
we have xPλJ`µJ 1 y, as required for A3
˚.
Once again, the converse of the statement proved in the preceding
paragraph holds by the construction of rational extensions.
In the present paragraph, we assume RιT satisfies A3
# and A4#
and prove that R ιT satisfies A4
˚ (the proof that R ιT also satisfies A3
˚
is above). Fix x, y P X such that xPJ y for some J P ι
T and take any
J 1 P ιT. Then, by the construction of R ιT , there exists I, I
1 P ιT such
that jJ “ I and j1J 1 “ I 1 for some j, j1 P Z`. By claim 3, RI “ RJ
and RI 1 “ RJ 1 . Moreover, by the construction of R ιT , RI “ RJ and
RI 1 “ RJ 1 . Since x PI y, A4
# implies the existence of κ P Z` such
that x PκI`I 1 y. Then, by the construction of R ιT , x PκI`I 1 y. Let
ν
def
“ 1
κj`j1 and take λ “ νj
1, so that 0 ă λ ă 0 and 1 ´ λ “ νκj. In
fact, since λ P Q, we have
K
def
“ p1´ λqJ ` λJ 1 P ιT.
Simplifying, we obtain K “ νpκI` I 1q. Since ν P Q` and κI` I
1 P ιT,
claim 3 implies RK “ RκI`I 1 . This allows us to conclude that xPK y.
Finally, take any µ P Q X p0, λq. From basic properties of the real
numbers, there exists ξ ă 1 such that µ “ ξλ and, moreover, ξ is
rational. Next, note that the definition of K implies ξpK ´ Jq “
ξλpJ 1 ´ Jq. Adding J to each side of the latter and applying the
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definition of µ yields
p1´ ξqJ ` ξK “ p1´ µqJ ` µJ 1.
Then, since xPJ y and xPK y, A3
˚ implies xPp1´µqJ`µJ 1 y, as required
for A4˚.
In this paragraph, we assume that R ιT satisfies A3
˚ and A4˚ and
prove that A4# holds. Take I, I 1 P ιT such that xPI y and any other
I 1 P ιT. Then, by construction, x PI y and, by A4
˚, there exists
λ P Q X p0, 1q such that x Pp1´µqI`µI 1 y. Then, since µ is rational,
µ “ j{k for some j, k P Z`. Let q :“ p1 ´ µq{µ “ pk ´ jq{j and
let κ “ jq, so that κ “ k ´ j. The fact that 0 ă µ ă 1 ensures
that κ P Z`. To complete the proof, we show that xPκI`I 1 y, for then
xPκI`I 1 follows. Together xPp1´µqI`µI 1 y and claim 3 imply xPqI`I 1 y.
Similarly, together xPI y and claim 3 imply xPpj´1qqI y. Then, since
pj ´ 1qqI ` pqI ` I 1q “ jqI ` I 1 and κ “ jq, an application of A3˚
yields the desired result.
4.2 A characterisation of A2˚–A4˚
We begin by extending lemma 1 of [GS] to accommodate Y -extensions.
For the case where T is infinite, the inner product J ¨uxy is shorthand
for the sum
ř
tJptquxyptq : Jptq ą 0u which is well-defined by virtue
of the fact that every J P ιT has finite support.
Lemma 3 (Proof on page 24). For every R P extpY,À ιTq, if R sat-
isfies A2˚–A4˚, then, for every x, y P Y , there exists vxy and vyx in
RT such that
1. F xy
R
def
“
 
J P ιT : xRJ y
(
“ tJ : 0 ď J ¨ vxyu
2. Gxy
R
def
“
 
J P ιT : xPJ y
(
“ tJ : 0 ă J ¨ vxyu
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3. vyx “ ´vxy.
Proof of lemma 3. Fix R P extpY,À ιTq and x ‰ y in X. Suppressing
reference to R, if Gxy and Gyx are both nonempty, then 2-diversity
holds for x, y and our proof follows from that of lemma 1 of [GS]. Note
that, neither lemma 1 of [GS], nor the following argument rely on A1˚:
together with A2˚–A4˚, it suffices that, for each J P ιT, IJ and PJ are
defined to be the symmetric and asymmetric parts of RJ . W.l.o.g., we
may therefore assume that Gyx “ H. If x IJ y for every J P ι
T, then
it is easy to verify that vxy “ 0 P RT satisfies the lemma. Henceforth,
we assume that Gxy is nonempty.
Recall the definition of the basis vectors tδs : s P Tu of definition 4.
By A2˚ and the assumption that Gyx “ H, T is the disjoint union
of TP
def
“ ts : xPδs yu and TI
def
“ ts : x Iδs yu. Take any v
xy such that
vxypsq ą 0 if s P TP and v
xypsq “ 0 otherwise. Since J ¨ vxy ě 0 for
every J P ιT, item 1 of the lemma holds.
For item 2 of the lemma we will show that J ¨ vxy “ 0, if, and
only if, x IJ y. Fix an arbitrary J P ι
T and let TJ
def
“ ts : Jpsq ą 0u
and note that TJ is nonempty because J P ι
T. Note that J ¨ vxy “ 0
if, and only if, the set TJ X TP is empty. Thus, it suffices to show
that TJ Ď TI if, and only if, x IJ y. Let 1, . . . , k be an enumeration
of TJ , and let δ1, . . . , δk be the corresponding basis vectors. Then
J “ q1δ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qkδk for some q1, . . . , qk. If TJ Ď TI, then x Iδj y for
every j “ 1, . . . , k and k ´ 1 applications of A3˚ yield x IJ y. Now
suppose that Jpsq ą 0 for some s P TP, so that TJ Ę TI. Then, for
some j, xPδj y. Since G
yx “ H, we have xRδi y for every i ‰ j and,
via k ´ 1 applications of A3˚, we obtain x PJ y, so that by item 1
definition 4,  py PJ xq. We conclude that  px IJ yq.
For item 3 of the lemma, let vyx
def
“ ´vxy. Then vyx satisfies
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item 2 since both Gyx and tJ : 0 ă ´J ¨ vxyu are empty. Moreover,
F xy “ tJ : x IJ yu, and, by the preceding paragraph, item 1 holds.
Lemma 3 naturally leads onto the following characterisation that
we appeal to in the proof that follows.
Lemma 4 (Proof on page 26). For every Y P 2X , a Y -extension R ιT
satisfies A2˚–A4˚ if, and only if, there exists tvxy : x, y P Y u Ă RT
such that the following condition, henceforth (3), holds.
For every x, y P Y , vy z “ ´vxy and,
for every J P ιT, x RJ y iff 0 ď J ¨ v
xy.
(3)
Moreover, R ιT is novel if, and only if, for every t ‰ f, there exists
x, y P Y and s1 P T such that ρp¨q
def
“ vxyp¨qvxyps1q is a function on
tt, fu that is neither strictly positive nor constant.
Proof of lemma 4. The proof that A2˚–A4˚ are sufficient follows di-
rectly from eq. (3). The converse is as follows. Let R ιT be a Y -
extension such that there exists a collection tvxy : x, y P Y u satisfying
3. Then A2˚ holds simply because, for every x, y P Y and every J P ιT,
J ¨ vxy is either nonnegative or nonpositive. A3˚ follows directly from
the fact that, if I ¨ v¨¨ ą 0 and J ¨ v¨¨ ą 0, then, since the support of
each I, J P ιT is finite, for each λ, µ P R, pλI ` µJq ¨ v¨¨ is positive as
it is equal to
λ
ÿ
tPsupppIq
Iptqv¨¨ptq ` µ
ÿ
tPsupppJq
Jptqv¨¨ptq.
Finally, for A4˚, suppose that I P ιT
f
is such that I ¨vxy “ i, where i is
positive. (By 3, it follows that x ăI y.) Then for arbitrary J P ι
T
f
, let
j “ J ¨vxy. For some sufficiently large rational 0 ă r ă 1, p1´rqi`rj
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is positive. Moreover, for every q P r0, rs, p1 ´ qqi ` qj is positive.
Then, by linearity of the inner product, it follows that
pp1´ qqI ` qJq ¨ vxy ą 0.
Finally, to obtain A4˚, apply 3 once more.
The following argument accounts for the additional content of the
theorem that arises when R ιT is novel. Let R ιT satisfy A2
˚–A4˚ and
be novel. Fix arbitrary t ‰ f. Then definition 4 implies that there
exists J P ιT and L “ J ˆ 0 P ιT
f
such that R
L`δft
‰ R
L`δf
f
. Consider
the case where, for some x, y P Y , it holds that both y R
L`δft
x and
x P
L`δf
f
y. By 3, this is the case if, and only if,
´
L` δft
¯
¨ vxy is
nonpositive and
´
L` δff
¯
¨ vxy is positive. Next note that, for every
s P Tf,
`
L` δfs
˘
¨ vxy “ L ¨ vxy ` vxypsq. Thus,
L ¨ vxy ` vxyptq ď 0 ă L ¨ vxy ` vxypfq,
which is equivalent to vxyptq ď ´L ¨ vxy ă vxypfq.
The preceding paragraph ensures that vxyptq ă vxypfq. Let µ “
vxyptq and ν “ vxypfq. If ν “ 0, then it immediately follows that
µ ă 0, so that νµ ď 0 ă µ2. Then the required ρ exists since we
may take ρp¨q
def
“ vxyp¨qµ. The same is true whenever µ ď 0 ď ν, so
let us consider the case where both µ and ν are positive. Then since
´L ¨vxy is also positive and L has nonnegative entries, there exists s in
the support of L such that vxypsq is negative. Note that the support
of L is a subset of T. Then the proof for this case is complete since
ρp¨q
def
“ vxyp¨qvxypsq is neither positive, nor constant. Finally, in the
case where both µ and ν are negative, ´L ¨ vxy is negative, and there
exists s in the support of L such that vxypsq is positive and, once
again, the required ρ exists.
The preceding argument accounts for all the possible cases where
yR
I`δft
x and xP
I`δfn
y. If instead yR
L`δf
f
x and xP
L`δft
y, then using
the fact that vyx “ ´vxy, we arrive at the inequalities
L ¨ vyx ` vyxptq ă 0 ď L ¨ vyx ` vyxpfq,
which is equivalent to vyxptq ă ´L ¨ vyx ď vyxpfq. Via a relabeling of
x and y, we conclude that, for this t, there exists x, y P Y such that
vxyptq ă vxypfq. The arguments of the preceding paragraph then yield
the desired inequalities for some s P T.
It remains to be shown that we have a sufficient condition for R to
be novel. Suppose that tvxy : x, y P Y u satisfies (3) for some extension
R. Moreover suppose that for every t ‰ f, there exists x, y P Y and
s P T such that ρ, defined as in the theorem, is neither positive nor
constant. Choose arbitrary t P T. Then the fact that ρ is nonconstant
implies that vxyptq ‰ vxypfq. Take µ “ vxyptq and ν “ vxypfq, and
consider the case where µ ă ν ă 0. Then, since ρ is nonconstant,
vxypsq ‰ 0, and, since ρ is nonpositive, it follows that vxypsq is positive.
Then, for some λ P Q`, ´λv
xypsq P pµ, νq. Let L
def
“ λδfs and observe
that µ ď ´L ¨ vxy ď ν, where at least one inequality holds strictly.
By retracing the steps of the second paragraph of the present proof
(in reverse order), we arrive at the conclusion that R
L`δft
‰ R
L`δf
f
, as
required.
The case where both µ and ν are positive is similar to the above
and therefore the argument is omitted. If µ ď 0 ď ν, then let L be the
zero vector in ιT
f
. Then (3) implies that R
L`δft
‰ R
L`δf
f
, as required.
Since the preceding argument holds for every t ‰ f, R is indeed
novel.
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4.3 When 4 -prudence holds vacuously
Clearly, if there is some Y P 2X , of cardinality 3 or 4, such that
testpY,À ιTq is empty, then 4 -Pru
˚ holds vacuously on Y . When T is
infinite, it is possible that some such Y exists. It therefore important
to establish that 4 -diversity holds whenever testpY,À ιTq is empty. For
then theorem 2 of [GS] guarantees that (˚˚) holds.
To facilitate our discussion of the case where À ιT fails to satisfy
2 -diversity, in the present section we adopt the following, considerably
weaker, assumption. Y P 2X is pairwise D-distinct whenever it holds
that, for every distinct x, y P Y , there exists D P D such that  px «D
yq.
Lemma 5. Let À ιT satisfy A1
˚–A4˚ and let Y P 2X be pairwise D-
distinct and such that #Y “ 4. If testpY,À ιTq is empty, then 4-
diversity holds on Y . (A similar statement holds if #Y “ 3.)
Proof of lemma 5. Let Y “ tx, y, z, wu. (The proof for case where
#Y “ 3 is similar and omitted.) Let R be a regular Y -extension.
The assumptions lemma 5 imposes are sufficient for lemma 6, below.
As a consequence, totalpRq is nonempty. Choose I P ιT such that
RI is total and let Z “ PI . Then, for every distinct x, y P Y , either
ζ “ xˆ y P Z, or ζ´1 “ y ˆ x P Z.
Since À ιT satisfies A2
˚–A4˚ and R is a regular extension, lemma 4
ensures the existence of a family of vectors
 
uζ : ζ P Y 2
(
Ă RT satis-
fying (3). Then ζ P Z if, and only if, uζ ¨ I ą 0. By the properties
of the inner product (or by A3˚), for every ζ P Z, there exists sζ P T
such that uζpsζq ą 0. Let SZ denote the set of such sζ . In the proof
of the claim that now follows, we will use this notation and exploit the
fact that testpY,À ιTq “ H.
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Claim 6 (Proof on page 29). For every vector M
def
“ xµζ : ζ P Zy
in RZ that is either negative or positive, there exists t P T such that
xuζptq : ζ P Zy “M .
Proof of claim 6. By way of contradiction, suppose that some such
M contradicts the claim. That is, there exists M , as in claim 6 and
negative such that, for every t P T, there exists ζ P Z such that µζ ‰
uζptq. We seek a contradiction of the assumption that testpY,À ιTq is
empty.
We first define a novel extension as follows. For each ζ P PI , let
vζ
def
“ uζˆµζ P RT
f
. For ξ “ ζ´1 such that ζ P Z, let vξ “ ´vζ . Finally,
for every remaining ζ P Y 2, let vζ “ 0. To see that it does indeed
generate a novel Y -extension, we appeal to lemma 4. In particular,
note that the product of vζpfq and vζpsζq is negative for every sζ P SZ .
This ensures that, for each t P T, we have a function
ρp¨q “ vζp¨qvζpsζq
on tt, fu that is neither positive nor constant.
Finally, in contradiction of the fact that testpY,À ιTq “ H, let R
denote the Y -extension generated by
 
vζ : ζ P Y 2
(
. For every ζ P PI ,
we have
vζpfq “ µζ ă 0 ă vζ ¨ I.
Thus, Rf “ R
´1
Iˆ0, as required.
This contradiction allows us to conclude that there exists J P ιT
such that RJ “ R
´1
I . Then noting that PJ “ Z
´1, we may also apply
the preceding arguments, with J replacing I, to conclude that, for
every positive vector M
def
“ xµζ : ζ P Z´1y in RZ , there exists t P T
such that M “ xuζptq : ζ P Z´1y. Since ζ P Z´1 if, and only if,
ζ´1 P Z, a relabelling allows to rewrite the latter statement as follows.
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For every positive M
def
“ xµζ : ζ P Zy, there exists t P T such that
M “ xuζptq : ζ P Zy.
To complete the proof of lemma 5, let R denote an arbitrary total
ordering of Y . We prove that there exists J P ιT such that uζ ¨ J ě 0
if, and only if, ζ P R. Claim 6 ensures that we can choose s P T such
that
uζpsq P
$&
%
p0, 1q if ζ P R´1 X Z,
p1,8q if ζ P RX Z.
Note that, since R is a total order and Z is the asymmetric part of a
total order, for every ζ that does not belong to pRYR´1q XZ, either
ζ P Z´1 or ζ “ x ˆ x. By 3, for every ζ P Z´1, ζ´1 P Z satisfies
uζpsq “ ´uζ
´1
psq (and, for every ζ such that ζ “ x ˆ x, uζpsq “ 0).
Claim 6 also ensures that we can choose t such that, for every ζ P Z´1,
uζptq “ 1, so that, by 3, for every ζ P Z, uζ “ ´1.
Finally, we show that for J :“ δs ` δt P ι
T satisfies the desired
property: for every ζ such that ζ “ xˆ y for distinct x, y P Y ,
ζ P R if, and only if, uζ ¨ J ą 0.
If ζ P RXZ, then uζpsq ą 1 and, since ζ P Z, uζptq “ ´1. On the other
hand, if ζ P R X Z´1, then uζptq “ 1. Moreover, since ζ P R X Z´1
if, and only if ζ´1 P R´1 X Z, we observe that uζ
´1
P p0, 1q, so that
uζ P p´1, 0q. Thus, for every such ζ , uζ ¨ J “ uζpsq ` uζptq ą 0.
In our proof of lemma 5 we appeal to the following result, which
is also useful when testpY,À ιTq is nonempty. Indeed, a necessary con-
dition for testpY,À ιTq nonempty is that, for the unique regular Y -
extension R, totalpRq is nonempty.
Lemma 6 (Proof on page 31). Let À ιT satisfy A1
˚–A4˚. If Y P 2X
is pairwise D-distinct and of finite cardinality, and R is a regular Y -
extension, then totalpRq is nonempty.
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Proof of lemma 6. Fix Y Ă X such that 1 ă #Y ă 8 and let R
be a regular Y -extension of À ιT . We proceed by induction on the
cardinality of Y . For the initial step suppose #Y “ 2 and fix x ‰ y
in Y . Since Y is pairwise D-distinct, there exists J P ιT such that
 pxRJ yq, and since #Y “ 2, A2
˚ ensures that RJ is total.
For the inductive step, take #Y “ n ą 2. For z P Y , let Z :“
Y rtwu and let R be a regular Z-extension. Then, since R and R
are both regular and Z Ď Y , R and R agree on Z. By the induction
hypothesis, there exists J P ιT such that RJ is total, so that for every
x, y P Z,  pxRJ yq. It suffices to consider the case where, for some
x P Z, x IJ w. Then A1
˚ and the fact that RJ “ RJ XZ
2, we obtain
 py IJ wq for every y P Zrtxu.
Since Y is pairwise D-distinct, there exists L P ιT such that  pxIL
wq. By A3˚, for every 0 ă q ă 1 in Q,  px Ip1´qqJ`qL wq. Since Y
is finite, repeated application of A4˚ yields the following conclusion:
for every y P Z rtxu, there exists 0 ă ry ă 1 such that, for every
0 ă q ă ry in Q and every z P Y rtyu,  py Ip1´qqJ`qL zq. Since Z
is finite, let r “ min try : y P Zrtxuu. Then, for 0 ă q ă r in Q and
M :“ p1´ qqJ ` qL, RM is total, so that totalpRq is nonempty.
4.4 Induction on X
The following lemma proves that, when 2 -Div˚ holds, 4 -Jac is suffi-
cient (and obviously necessary) for the the Jacobi identity to hold (on
X). This result is closely related to lemma 3 of [GS]. It is distinguished
by the fact that our axioms do not yield the following condition.
4 -Independence. There exists a pairwise representation tuζ : ζ P
X2u of À ιT such that, for every x, y, z, w P X, the triple tu
xy, uyz , uzwu
is linearly independent.
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Remark 2. The logic of the proof of lemma 3 of [GS] is the following.
4-Div˚ is sufficient for 4-independence. In turn, [GS] show that, when
4-independence holds, 3-Jac is sufficient for the Jacobi identity to hold.
(In essence, [GS] contains a proof of the contrapositive of each of these
steps.) Clearly, 4-Jac is necessary for Jacobi identity to hold. Thus,
together 4-independence and 3-Jac are sufficient for 4-Jac. Via ?? we
show that the converse is not true.
Lemma 7. If À ιT satisfies A0, 2-Div
˚ and 4-Jac, then there exists a
Jacobi representation vX of À ιT. Moreover, v
X is unique, for every
other Jacobi representation vX of À ιT, there exists λ ą 0 such that
v
xy “ λvxy for every x, y P X.
Proof of lemma 7. In the case that #X ď 4, we only need to show that
vX is unique. (This will also account for the initial step in the proof
by induction then follows.) Let vX denote another representation. By
lemma 4, for every distinct x, y P X2, there exists λxy ą 0 such that
v
xy “ λxyvxy. We need to show that λxy “ λ for every distinct x, y P
X. Let X “ tx0, y, z, wu. By A0, no vector in the set tv
x0y, vx0z, vx0wu
is directly proportional to any other. By 2 -Div˚, no vector in this set
is equal to zero. This implies that they form a linearly independent set.
Then, since 4 -Jac holds for both vX and vX , we derive the equation
p1´ λx0yqvx0y ` p1´ λyzqvyz “ p1´ λx0zqvx0z (4)
Suppose that 1´λyz “ 0. Then, either the other coefficients in eq. (4)
are both equal to zero (and our proof is complete), or we obtain a
contradiction of A0. Thus, 1 ´ λyz is nonzero and we may divide
through by this term and solve for vyz. First note that, since vX is
a Jacobi representation, vyx0 ` vx0y “ vyy “ 0. Then, since vyx0 “
´vx0y,
vyz “ 1´λ
x0y
1´λyz v
yx0 ` 1´λ
x0y
1´λyz v
x0z.
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Then the fact that both of the latter coefficients are equal to one follows
from linear independence of vyx0 and vx0z together with the Jacobi
identity vyz “ vyx0 ` vx0z. Thus, λx0y “ λyz “ λx0z, as required.
Repeated application of the same argument and the fact that the same
coefficients appear in multiple Jacobi identities, (e.g. λx0y “ λyw “
λx0w), we conclude that vX is suitably unique.
For future reference, we note that, by 2 -diversity, vyz ‰ 0, and the
above argument implies that vyz is not directly proportional to either
vx0y or vx0z.
Take any Y ĹW such that #Y ě 4 and x0 P Y and let
uY
def
“
!
uζ P uW : ζ P Y 2
)
.
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a pairwise representation
vY
def
“
 
vζ : ζ P Y 2
(
that satisfies the Jacobi identity and is unique
(upto a positive scalar multiple that is uniform in ζ P Y 2). In other
words, there is only one degree of freedom associated with vY . We
prove that, for every w P W rY and Y Ytwu, the Jacobi identity holds
on Y Y twu. Since this holds regardless of whether w is a successor
ordinal, the proof also accounts for the possibility that w is a limit
ordinal, as required for the case where W is infinite.
For the remainder of the proof of ?? take x
def
“ x0. For arbitrary
distinct x1, y, z P Y and w P W rY , let Z
def
“ tx, y, z, wu and let
Z 1
def
“ tx1, y, z, wu. By 4 -Jac, the Jacobi identity holds on each of these
sets, and our goal is to show that it also holds on their union, the
five-element set we denote by Z2. The key to this proof is to show
that, for the Jacobi representation on Z2, vyw and vzw can be chosen
independently of Z and Z 1. The following observation then completes
the proof.
For every distinct y, z P Y and w P W rY , there exist
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vectors vyw and vzw that are independent of every x P
Y rty, zu and that extend vY to vYYtwu, so that, for ev-
ery vyz P vY , vyz “ vyw ` vwz.
Since each vector in the pairwise representation uZ is associated
with one degree of freedom, 4 -Jac implies the existence of positive
scalars α, β, γ, σ and τ such that
αuxw ` βuwy “ σuxy, (5)
and
βuyw ` γuwz “ τuyz, (6)
and
σuxy ` τuyz “ uxz. (7)
By the induction hypothesis, vY satisfies the Jacobi identity, and since
x, y, z P Y , there is a unique, known positive scalar φ such that φuxz “
vxz. Moreover, if spantuxy, uyzu is two-dimensional, then, the linear
system eq. (7) in the two unknowns, σ and τ has a unique solution.
This, together with the induction hypothesis (which yields vxy`vyz “
vxz), implies that pφσquxy “ vxy and pφτquyz “ vyz. If spantuxy, uyzu
is one-dimensional, we have one degree of freedom and may choose σ
such that pφσquxy “ vxy. Then, pφτquyz “ vyz follows from eq. (7)
and the induction hypothesis. The remainder of the proof takes these
values of σ and τ as given.
Similarly, for Z 1 “ tx1, y, z, wu, there exist α1, β1, γ1, σ1, τ 1 ą 0 such
that
α1ux
1w ` β1uwy “ σ1ux
1y, (8)
and
β1uyw ` γ1uwz “ τ 1uyz, (9)
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and
σ1ux
1y ` τ 1uyz “ ux
1z. (10)
By the induction hypothesis, since vY is a Jacobi representation and
x1, y, z P Y , there is a known positive scalar φ1 such that φ1ux
1z “ vx
1z.
Moreover, by symmetry with the arguments involving σ and τ , we may
take σ1 and τ 1 to be known positive scalars such that pφ1σ1qux
1y “ vx
1y
and pφ1τ 1quyz “ vyz . An immediate consequence of this fact is the
equality φ1τ 1 “ φτ .
To obtain a Jacobi representation on Z2 that extends vY , we need
to verify that β, γ, β1 and γ1 can be chosen so that pφβquyw “ pφ1β1quyw
and pφγquzw “ pφ1γ1quzw. To this end, we use the fact that φ1τ 1 “ φτ
to divide the terms in eq. (6) and eq. (9) by φτ and φ1τ 1 respectively
and obtain
β
τ
uyw ` γ
τ
uwz “ uyz “ β
1
τ 1
uyw ` γ
1
τ 1
uwz. (11)
Now, if spantuyw, uwzu is two-dimensional, linear independence of these
two vectors implies that β{τ “ β1{τ 1 and γ{τ “ γ1{τ 1, as required.
Now consider the case where spantuyw, uwzu is one-dimensional.
Recall that A0 implies spantuyx, uxwu is two-dimensional, and consider
the case where spantuyx
1
, ux
1wu is two-dimensional. Solving eq. (5) and
eq. (8) for uyw we obtain
σ
β
uyx ` α
β
uxw “ uyw “ σ
1
β1
uyx
1
` α
1
β1
ux
1w
By the induction hypothesis (and in particular the fact that vxy, vyz
and vxz are given) σ, τ and φ are known. Then, since spantuyx, uxwu
is two dimensional, α and β are uniquely determined. Via eq. (6), this
in turn implies that γ is also unique. By the same token, β1 and γ1 are
also unique and the desired equality holds.
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The remaining possibility is spantuyw, uwzu and spantuyx
1
, ux
1wu,
both one-dimensional. By 4 -Jac, uyw belongs to spantuyx
1
, ux
1wu and
all three vectors, uyx
1
, ux
1w and uwz, belong to spantuywu. Repeated
application of 4 -Jac allows us to conclude that in fact all the vectors
in uZ
1
belong to same one-dimensional subspace. In this case, there
is one degree of freedom in the solution to eq. (8) and eq. (9). (Once
we choose β1, eq. (8) and eq. (9) determine α1 and γ respectively.) In
contrast, by A0 (which implies uniqueness of the coefficients of eqs. (5)
to (7)), β and γ are uniquely determined. Moreover, given our choice
of vY , the induction hypothesis implies that τ and τ 1 are also uniquely
determined. Then eq. (11) uniquely determines β1 and γ1.
We now show that, when one or more vectors uζ in a pairwise
representation of À ιT are nonunique (upto multiplication by a positive
scalar), the following example demonstrates that the requirement that
a Jacobi representation exists on every subset of cardinality four is
insufficient. We first introduce some notation.
For every ζ P w2, let uζ denote the cone of vectors uζ such that
uζ ¨ j ě 0 if, and only if, ζ P À ιT . Next, let v
ζ
H
def
“ uζ and consider the
collection
tvyzB Ď u
yz : B ĂW and y ‰ z in W rBu
where each vyzB denotes the set of vectors v such that, for every x P B,
there exist vyx P vyxBr x and v
xz P vxzBr x such that v “ v
yx ` vxz P uyz.
Note that, each vζB inherits the property of being a cone from the
cones uζ . Clearly, the dimension of vζB is weakly decreasing in the
cardinality of B.9) Finally, vζB “ H for some ζ and B, if, and only if,
for every y P 2X such that BYζ Ď Y , there is no jacobi representation
on Y .
9by dimension, we mean the span of the vectors in vζB.
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Example 1. Fix distinct y, z P W and suppose that vyzx , v
yz
w and v
yz
x1
are all two dimensional. (This is the canonical set up in the proof of
?? and the setting of [GS].) now note that, if the Jacobi identity holds
on every set of cardinality 4, then vyzxw “ v
yz
x X v
yz
w is nonempty, and
the same can be said of vyzwx1 and v
yz
xx1. Suppose moreover that the latter
three sets are one-dimensional. (once again, this is the canonical set
up and agrees with the case where the uζ are one dimensional.) In
contrast with the canonical set up, now suppose that uyz is at least
three-dimensional. That is to say, there exists T 1
def
“ ttxw, twx1 , txx1u Ď
T such that, w.l.o.g., every u P uyz is positive on t1 and nonegative
otherwise. Choose an arbitrary u P uyz. For each tζ P T
1, let uζ “
u` δtζ , so that uζ also belongs to u
yz. Finally, suppose that, uζ P v
yz
ζ
for ζ “ xw,wx1, xx1. then, as figure ?? shows, vyzxwx1 is empty and the
Jacobi identity fails to hold on tx, y, z, w, x1u.
4.5 Equivalence of 4 -prudence and 4 -Jac
In the present section, we show that, when À ιT satisfies A1
˚–A4˚,
4 -prudence is equivalent to 4 -Jac.
Theorem 3 (Proof on page 38). Let À ιT satisfy A1
˚–A4˚. Then
4-prudence holds if, and only if, 4-Jac holds.
Proof of theorem 3. We begin by dispensing with the cases where 4 -
prudence holds vacuously. Suppose that X “ tx, yu, so that there is
no Y Ă X such that #Y ě 3, and 4 -prudence holds vacuously. Then
4 -Jac holds follows directly from lemma 4. In particular, since À ιT
satisfies A2˚–A4˚, there exists uxy P RT satisfying 3, so that for every
x1, x2, x3 P X, at most two of these elements are distinct. W.l.o.g.,
suppose that x3 “ x2, so that u23 “ u22 “ 0. Then u12 ` u23 “
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u12 ` u23 “ u13, as required. In section 4.3, we established that if,
for some Y Ď X such that 3 ď #Y ď 4, testpY,À ιTq “ H, then
4 -diversity holds on Y . Thus, for every such Y , although 4 -prudence
holds vacuously on Y , the results of [GS] ensure that 4 -Jac holds on
Y .
Henceforth, we consider Y Ď X such that 3 ď #Y ď 4 and
testpY,À ιTq is nonempty. Throughout, R will denote a testworthy
Y -extension and R will denote one that is regular.
Step 1 ( Y “ tx, x1, x2u: 4 -Jac implies 4 -prudence ). We begin by
assuming that 4 -Jac holds for some pairwise representation uY of R.
Since testpY,À ιTq is nonempty, there exists a testworthy extension R
and J˚ P ιT such that RJ˚ˆ0 is total. Moreover, RJ˚ˆ0 “ RJ˚ . Thus,
for every distinct x, y P Y , uxy ¨ J˚ ‰ 0. W.l.o.g., we suppose that
R fails to satisfy A1˚. (For otherwise R itself satisfies each of the
conditions of extension we now seek.)
The next result ensures that we can always choose a representation
vYµ
def
“ tvxy : Tf Ñ R, x, y P Y u
of R so that its restriction to T coincides with uY . That is, for every
x, y P Y , vxyµ
def
“ uxy ˆ µxy for some µxy P R.
Proposition 2. Let uY be a pairwise representation of the regular
Y -extension R such that each member of uY is unique upto multipli-
cation by a scalar. For every testworthy Y -extension R, there exists
µY “ tµxy : x, y P Y u Ă R such that vYµ
def
“ pu¨¨ ˆ µ¨¨qY is a pairwise
representation of R.
Proof. Since R is testworthy, it satisfies A2˚–A4˚, and lemma 4 en-
sures it has a pairwise representation vY “ pu¨¨ ˆ η¨¨qY . Moreover,
there exists J P ιT such that Rf “ R
´1
Jˆ0 is total. Then, for every
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distinct x, y P Y , ηxy ă 0 if, and only if, 0 ă J ¨ uxy. Fix x ‰ y and,
w.l.o.g., suppose that x PJˆ0 y, so that 0 ă J ¨ u
xy. Then, for some
0 ă λ ă 1,
p1´ λqJ ¨ uxy ` ληxy “ 0.
Equivalently, ηxy “ ´1´λ
λ
J ¨ uxy. Indeed, since vxy defines a hyper-
plane in RT
f
, for every κ P p0, 1q XQ,
xPp1´κqJˆκ y if, and only if, κ ă λ.
Since R is regular, it agrees with R on ιT. Since uY is a pairwise
representation of R, J ¨ uxy is also positive. Thus, for some α ą 0,
u
xy “ αuxy. Let µxy
def
“ ´1´λ
λ
J ¨ uxy. Then, for every κ P p0, 1q X Q,
vxyµ
def
“ uxy ˆ µxy satisfies
0 ă pp1 ´ κqJ ˆ κq ¨ vxy if, and only if, κ ă λ.
Since the preceding argument is independent of J , it holds for every
J 1 P ιT such that x PJ 1ˆ0 y. Since the preceding argument holds for
every distinct x, y P Y , we observe that vY is a pairwise representation
of R.
Since R does not satisfy A1˚, there exists L1 P Tf such that, for
some x, y, z P Y , xRL1 yRL1 z, and zPL1 x. Equivalently, v
xy ¨ L1 and
vyz ¨ L1 are both nonnegative whereas vxz ¨ L1 is negative.
4 -Jac implies 4 -prudence when u is unique Let Y ” t1, 2, 3, 4u
and suppose that J˚ is such that iRJ˚ˆ0 j if, and only if i ď j. Since
RJ˚ˆ0 “ÀJ˚ XY
2, it follows that 0 ď uij ¨ J˚ if, and only if i ď j.
Moreover, since uY satisfies 4 -Jac, we seek vY
def
“ tuxyˆµxy : x, y P Y u
such that all of the following hold:
1. for every i, j P Y , µij ď 0 if, and only if, i ď j;
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2. µY satisfies the Jacobi identity;
3. if there exists L P ιT
f
such that RL is transitive and x PL y PL
z PL w, then, for every for α, β, γ ě 0 with α` β ` γ “ 1, there
exists t P Tf such that
αvxyptq ` βvyzptq ` γvzwptq ą 0.
For item 1, it suffices to take any 0 ă λ ă 1 and define µY such
that, for every i, j P Y , µij solves p1´ λquij ¨ J˚ ` λµij “ 0. For then
µij “ ´1´λ
λ
uij ¨ J˚ is nonpositive if, and only if i ď j.
Since uY satisfies 4 -Jac, µY necessarily fails to satisfy the Jacobi
identity. For, if µY satisfies the Jacobi identity, then so does vY and
R transitive at L. (This follows directly from the equality vxy` vyz “
vxz.)
We seek ηY “ tηxy P R : x, y P Y u satisfying the Jacobi identity
and such that, for each x, y P Y , the sign of ηxy is the same as µxy.
Consider the case where the linear hull LinNY of NY
def
“ tJ P ιT :
x1 «J x
2 «J x
3u is a hyperplane in RT. In this case, for every distinct
x, y P Y , Nxy
def
“ tJ P ιT : x «J yu is equal to N
xy and the vectors
uxy P uY such that x ‰ y are collinear. ***Proof of this*** Then,
assuming x1 ăJ˚ x
2 ăJ˚ x
3,
First consider the case where, for every i, j “ 1, 2, 3, 4 such that
i ă j, there exists αij ą 0 such that uij “ αiju12, and, in particular,
α12 “ 1. Since α12u12 ` α23u12 “ α13u12, we observe that 1 ` α23 “
α13. Moreover, since, for every i ă j, αiju12 ¨J˚ is positive, we observe
that α13 ą maxt1, α23u.
For every i ă j, we seek ηij such that, for some 0 ă λ ă 1,
ηij
def
“ ´
1´ λ
λ
uij ¨ J˚.
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Note that, for every 0 ă λ ă 1, ηij has the same sign as µij , and,
moreover for such ηij , the inner product of Lpλq
def
“ p1´ λqJ˚ ˆ λ and
vij “ uij ˆ ηij has the property vij ¨ Lpλq “ 0.
For every i ă j, let ηij
def
“ ´1´λ
ij
λij
αiju12 ¨J˚, so that ηij ă 0 and let
θij “ p1´ λijq{λij . Then η12 ` η23 “ η13 if, and only if,
θ12 ` θ23α23 “ θ13α13.
By choosing κY to also be pairwise distinct, we obtain vijη
def
“ uij ˆ ηij
that, not only satisfies the Jacobi identity, but also #totalpvYη q “ 4.
To see this, let R denote the extension that vYη generates (so that R
and vYη satisfy 3). Next, note that, in addition to the total rankings
Rf and RJ˚ , we can use the fact that θ
Y is pairwise distinct. In
particular, suppose that λ23 ă λ13 ă λ12. Then, for every ξ such that
λ23 ă ξ ă λ13, we have the nonextremal ranking x1 PLpξq x
3
PLpξq x
2.
For every ξ such that λ13 ă ξ ă λ12, we have the nonextremal ranking
x3 PLpξq x
1
PLpξq x
2.
It remains to be shown that #totalpRq ď #totalpRq. Suppose
that, for some L,M P ιT
f
, RL “ R
´1
M , so that RL and RM are pairwise
extremal. Then, for every i ‰ j, puij ˆ γijq ¨ L is positive if, and only
if, puij ˆ γijq ¨M is negative. Moreover, suppose that RL ‰ Rf ‰
RM , so that pRL,RM q is distinct from pRJ˚ ,Rfq. Then, w.l.o.g.,
suppose that x1 PL x
3
PL x
2 and x2 PM x
3
PM x
1. We now appeal to
lemma 4 of [GS]. There it is shown that these conditions imply that
there is no of 0 ď β ď 1 such that either of the convex combinations
p1´βqv13η `βv
32
η and p1´βqv
23
η `βv
31
η belong to R¯
T
f
´ . Equivalently, for
every 0 ď β ď 1, there exists t, t1 P Tf such that p1´βqv13η ptq`βv
32
η ptq
and p1´βqv23η pt
1q`βv31η pt
1q are both positive. But note that neither of
the rankings RL and RM feature in the regular Y -extension R
1. This is
because NY is a hyperplane that separates total rankings that coincide
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with R1J˚ from total rankings (if any) that coincide with R
1´1
J˚ . Then,
lemma 4 of [GS] implies that, for every s P T, there exists a convex
combination of the form p1 ´ βqu13psq ` βu32psq that is nonpositive.
This implies
First note that, if there exists L P ιT
f
r ιT such that L P NY
R
(so
that x1 IL x
2
IL x
3), then Lin NY
R
is a hyperplane in RT
f
. In this
case, there are only two rankings in R, RJ˚ and Rf. The remaining
possibility is that NY
R
“ NY . In this case, NY
R
belongs to the boundary
of ιT
f
. Indeed NY
R
is a subset of the hyperplaneRTˆ t0u in RT
f
. Note
that, if, for some L P ιT
f
, RL is total and distinct from both RJ˚ and
Rf, then v
This follows directly from the fact that LinNY is a hyperplane in
RT. For then
Let R1 be a regular Y -extension and let
u
Y “ tuyz P ιT : y, z P Y u
be a pairwise representation of R1. First suppose that NY
def
“ tJ :
x «J x
1 «J x
2u is equal to Nyz for every distinct y, z P Y . Moreover,
suppose that the linear hull of Nyz is a hyperplane in RT. In this
case, for any testworthy Y -extension R, if NY
R
def
“ tL P ιT
f
: x IL yu
satisfies NY Ĺ NY
R
, then the linear hull of NY
R
in RT
f
is a hyperplane
and Nyz
R
“ NY
R
for every distinct x and y. For any such R, the fact
that NY
R
separates RT
f
into two halfspaces implies that at most two
antisymmetric rankings of Y feature in R.
Step 2 ( #Y “ 4).
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4.6 Necessity of 4 -Pru˚ when X “ 3
Lemma 8. For every pairwise D-distinct Y Ď X of cardinality 3 and
every ÀL in ProppY,ÀJq, if R satisfies A2
˚-A4˚ but not A1˚, then
• 2 ď #ranpRq ď 8
• 0 ď #intranpRq ď 2 ď #totalpRq ď 6
Moreover, all the bounds in the present lemma are tight in the sense
that there exists R P ProppY,ÀJq that attains each one.
Proof. By Orlik and Terao [9, p.1], the maximum number of chambers
in an arrangement of three hyperplanes is 1 ` 3 `
`
3
2
˘
`
`
3
3
˘
`
`
3
4
˘
`
¨ ¨ ¨ “ 8. This ensures that ranpÀ∆
Tf
q ď 8. ?? then ensures that
1 ď #totalpÀ∆
Tf
q. Next recall that, since À∆
Tf
P ProppY,À∆Tq, we
have Àf P totalpÀ∆
Tf
q and Àf ‰ ÀJˆ0 for every J P ∆T, so that
2 ď #totalpÀ∆
Tf
q ď #ranpÀ∆
Tf
q.
Next, the fact that #totalpÀ∆
Tf
q ď 6 follows from the fact that
there are at most two distinct intransitive members of ranpÀ∆
Tf
q. To
see this, note that one possible strict cycle on Y is [x P y, y P z and
z P x]. We claim that the only other strict cycle on Y is the inverse
cycle [x P´1 z, z P´1 y and y P´1 x]. This follows from the fact
that if T xypP q is the transposition operator that reverses the strict
preference of x P y to y T xypP q x and leaves P otherwise unchanged,
then T xypP q is a transitive binary relation. The same is true of T y zpP q
and T xzpP q. Next consider the composition operator T xy ˝ T y z. Let
P 1 :“ pT xy ˝ T y zq pP q. Then P 1 is transitive because z P 1 y, y P 1 x and
z P 1 x. Similarly P 1 :“ pT xy ˝ T xzq pP q is transitive because y P 1 x,
x P 1 z and y P 1 z. The same is true for the only remaining composition
of two transposition operators. Moreover, since pT xy ˝ T y z ˝ T xzq pP q
is intransitive and equal to P´1, proof of the claim is complete.
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Proposition 3. Let Y Ď X be pairwise D-distinct and of cardinality
3 and let R P ProppY,ÀJq satisfy A2
˚-A4˚ but not A1˚. If HyppRq
is not pairwise distinct, then 2 ď #ranpRq ď 4. If HyppRq is pairwise
distinct, then
• 3 ď #ranpRq ď 8.
• 5 ď #ranpRq implies 1 ď #intranpRq and 5 ď #totalpRq.
• #intranpRq “ 2 implies 4 ď #totalpRq.
Proof. We begin by assuming that HyppÀ∆
Tf
q is not pairwise distinct.
The case where H “ Hxy “ Hy z “ Hxz does not arise because then
RL is transitive for every L P H and 2 ď #ranpÀ∆
Tf
q ď 2, so that
ranpÀ∆
Tf
q “ totalpÀ∆
Tf
q. That is to say, we obtain a contradiction
of the assumption that R does not satisfy A1˚. W.l.o.g. therefore,
suppose H “ Hxy “ Hy z ‰ Hxz. The case where #intranpRq “ 0
arises, for example, when totalpRq consists of two rankings px, z, yq and
py, x, zq. For pT xy ˝ T y zq px, z, yq “ py, x, zq and for any L P ∆
T
f XH,
we have x IL y IL z and xPL z .
At most two hyperplanes cut ∆
T
f , so that Orlik and Terao [9, p.
1] implies #ranpÀ∆
Tf
q ď 4.
Let P and P´1 (defined in the proof of lemma 8) be the two in-
transitive orderings of Y and let P,P´1 P ranpRq.
then 4 ď #totalpÀ∆
Tf
q if tH ¨¨u is pairwise distinct and#totalpÀ∆
Tf
q “
2 otherwise. If HyppÀ∆
Tf
q is not pairwise distinct, the case where
Hxy “ Hy z “ Hxz does not arise because then #ranpÀ∆
Tf
q “ 2, so
that ranpÀ∆
Tf
q “ totalpÀ∆
Tf
q. W.l.o.g. suppose Hxy “ Hy z ‰ Hxz.
Since 4 ď #ranpÀ∆
Tf
q, and at most two hyperplanes cut ∆
T
f , Or-
lik and Terao [9, p. 1] implies #ranpÀ∆
Tf
q “ 4. Henceforth, take
HyppÀ∆
Tf
q to be pairwise distinct. Let L,L1 P ∆
T
f satisfy ÀL “ P
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and ÀL1 “ P
´1. Since P and P´1 are strict, we may w.l.o.g. as-
sume that L and L1 belong to the interior of ∆
T
f . Then for some
0 ă λ, λ1 ă 1, L “ p1´λqJˆλ and L1 “ p1´ λ1qJ 1ˆλ1. If convpL,L1q
contains a point of Hxy X Hy z X Hxz, then that point is interior to
∆
T
f and hence totalpÀ∆
Tf
q is maximal, so that #totalpÀ∆
Tf
q “ 6. So
suppose that, for every such L,L1, convpL,L1q X Hxy X Hy z X Hxz
is empty. Recall that Àf P totalpÀ∆
Tf
q. If ÀJˆ0 R totalpÀ∆
Tf
q, then
x1 „J x
2 for some x1, x2 P Y . Then, by the arguments provided for
proof of ??, there exists ǫ ą 0, sufficiently close to zero, such that
ÀJˆǫ P totalpÀ∆
Tf
q and such that ÀJˆǫ ‰ Àf. For sufficiently small
ǫ, the same is true of J 1 ˆ ǫ. If dim∆
T
f “ 1, then J “ J 1 as #T “ 1.
In turn, ÀJˆǫ “ ÀJ 1ˆǫ. Since #ranpÀ∆
Tf
q “ 4 and the rankings Àf
and ÀJˆǫ are extremal on the interval convpJ ˆ ǫ, δfq, P and P
´1
are adjacent. But this contradicts the fact that HyppÀ∆
Tf
q is pair-
wise distinct and P´1 “ pT xy ˝ T y z ˝ T xzq pP q. Thus, dim∆
T
f ě 2.
W.l.o.g., suppose xăfyăfz, so that T
xzpP q “ Àf “ pT
xy ˝ T y zq pP´1q.
First suppose that ÀJˆǫ “ ÀJ 1ˆǫ, so that 2 ď #totalpÀ∆
Tf
q. Then
since pT xy ˝ T y zq pP´1q “ Àf, there exists 0 ă µ, ν ă 1 such that
x„Mµ y and y „Mν z. If µ ă ν, then there exists µ ă ξ ă ν such that
ÀMξ “ T
xypP´1q P totalp∆
T
fq. Since ÀMξ is distinct from Àf and ÀJ ,
3 ď #totalpÀ∆
Tf
q. We reach a similar conclusion if ν ă µ, the only
difference being that, in this case, ÀMξ “ T
y zpP´1q. If µ “ ν, then
Mµ P H
xy XHy z. Since Hxy and Hy z are distinct, we may perturb
J ˆ ǫ to find a new J2 (and if necessary choosing a smaller ǫ) such
that M2ǫ
def
“ p1 ´ ǫqJ2 ˆ ǫ satisfies ÀM2ǫ “ ÀMǫ . Then for M
2
ǫ there
exists µ ‰ ν such that x„M2µ y and y„M2ν z. This in turn yields the
existence of ξ such that ÀMξ P totalpÀ∆Tf q, so that 3 ď #totalpÀ∆Tf q.
Next, note that, since Àf “ pT
xy ˝ T xzq pP´1q and ÀM2ǫ “ T
xzpP´1q,
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we have
ÀM2ǫ “ pT
xz ˝ T xy ˝ T y zq pÀfq.
Then, since transposition operators commute and T xzpÀfq “ P , we
observe that ÀM2ǫ “ pT
xy ˝ T y zq pP q. Then, recalling that we have as-
sumed ÀM 1ǫ “ ÀMǫ , we conclude that ÀM 1ǫ “ pT
xy ˝ T y zq pP q. Then,
applying to M 1¨ the argument that we have just applied to M
2
¨ yields
the conclusion that, for some ǫ ă ψ ă λ1, the ranking ÀM 1ψ belongs to
totalpÀ∆
Tf
q and is distinct from both Àf and ÀJ . If we can also show
that ÀM2ξ ‰ ÀM 1ψ , then 4 ď #totalpÀ∆Tf q. Let
d : ranpÀ∆
Tf
q ˆ ranpÀ∆
Tf
q Ñ sZ` (12)
be the metric that counts the number of transpositions needed to ob-
tain one ranking from another.10 Then, whereas d
`
P´1, P
˘
“ 3, we
have d
`
ÀM2ξ , P
´1
˘
“ 1 “ d
`
ÀM 1ψ , P
˘
.
10We can confirm that d is a metric by verifying that the triangle inequality holds.
Let P 1, P 2 and P3 be arbitrary members of ranpÀ∆
Tf
q. If dpP 1, P 2q ď 1, the fact that
1 ď dpP 1, P3q ` dpP3, P 2q is clear. If dpP 1, P 2q “ 2, then, for every P3 ‰ P 1, P 2,
dpP3, P 1q and dpP3, P 2q are both greater than one. If dpP 1, P 2q “ 3, then P 1 and P 2 are
pairwise extremal (that is P 2 is the inverse ranking of P 1). Thus, for every P3 ‰ P 1, P 2,
dpP3, P 1q “ 1 implies dpP3, P 2q “ 2 and dpP3, P 1q “ 2 implies dpP3, P 2q “ 1.
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A Proofs
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